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REPORT.

The work of the Dairy Bureau for the past year shows

greater results than for any previous year of its history.

The year 1900 has been a record breaker in number of cases

in court, number of convictions and amount of fines imposed.

In our report for 1899 we told of a year of exceptional

activity, but we did even more in 1900 than in the previous

year. From one point of view we regard this record with

much satisfaction. As long as there are those in the com-

munity who are law breakers,— who deal in counterfeit,

adulterated or low-grade products,— we feel some pride at

the number we have been able to bring to justice, and at the

amount of success which has attended our fight for pure,

honest, standard dairy products. We also believe that, if

the amount accomplished is measured by the appropriation

for this department, we have further reasons for self-com-

plaisance
;

for, creditable as are the results secured, they

have been limited by the appropriation ; we have been com-

pelled in a number of instances to go slowly or to suspend

work altogether, because the money at our disposal was run-

ning low. The city of Boston pays $13,000 for expenses

and salary of its milk inspector, while the State of Massa-

chusetts appropriates only $8,200 for its Dairy Bureau, with

which to cover the whole State. The real disproportion of

the appropriation is even more than this, for the Boston milk

inspector can reach any portion of his territory for an eight-

cent fare, while to send an officer of the Dairy Bureau to

North Adams, for instance, may mean $7.50 in railroad fares

and at least one night's hotel bills.

Viewed in a broad way, our record of the past year does

not bring unalloyed satisfaction. The true citizen ought not

to regard with pride a long list of criminal prosecutions or

large figures in the annual summary of court records. While
such facts may speak well for the vigilance of the authorities
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and the faithfulness with which they have worked, the state-

ment also tells of the existence of a considerable spirit of

lawlessness, of the existence of a class that has no respect

for the expressed wishes of the majority of the people, —

a

class that would strike a blow at the very essence of demo-

cratic institutions.

We feel that this is emphatically true in regard to the

violation of food laws. The violators of these enactments

do not come from the so-called criminal classes, from those

with inherited appetites and passions, from those whose

ignorance has blunted moral instincts. The people who,

from a spirit of avarice, impose upon the consumers of the

State adulterated, fraudulent or low-grade foods, are often

gentlemen of fair or even good standing in business, society

or politics. These gentlemen cheat consumers, injure honest

commerce and defraud producers ; and in so doing they show

a most reprehensible disrespect of law and order, and by

their standing they exert a peculiarly bad influence in the

community.

The membership of the Bureau has undergone a change dur-

ing the past year by the death of the chairman, Mr. D. A.

Horton of Northampton, Mr. F. W. Sargent of Amesbury

being appointed in his place. This change removed from

the Bureau the last of the original appointees. The Bureau

was organized in 1891, with Messrs. C. A. Hartshorn of

Worcester, D. A. Horton of Northampton and Geo. L.

Clemence of Southbridge as members. As terms of office as

members of the Board of Agriculture expired, Mr. Hartshorn

was succeeded by Mr. Ellsworth and Mr. Clemence was

succeeded by Mr. Richardson. On the reorganization of the

Bureau, after the death of Mr. Horton and the appointment

of Mr. Sargent, Mr. J. L. Ellsworth, the senior member,

was elected chairman. The administrative work has con-

tinued in the same hands as heretofore, but with a change in

the title of the position and with a statutory definition of the

duties involved.

In the reports of the Bureau for the years 1896 and 1897,

attention was called to the vague and somewhat misleading

allusion to the position in the statutes ;
chapter 412, section

6, of the Acts of 1891, providing for an *' assistant to the
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secretary of the board of agriculture, ... to assist in the

work prescribed in the eleventh section of this act." Last

winter's Legislature remedied this, and, in the interests of

increased efficiency, gave the Bureau's administrative repre-

sentative official recognition as an independent individuality,

and defined his duties.

Chapter 368, Acts of 1900, says: The state board of

agriculture shall at its annual meeting elect a general agent

of the dairy bureau, to assist the bureau and to oversee, under

its direction, the work prescribed in section eleven of chapter

four hundred and twelve of the acts of the year eighteen

hundred and ninety-one."

Two regular inspectors have been employed during the

year, P. M. Harwood and Ralph M. Horton. Several special

inspectors have been employed from time to time for brief

periods to help in detective work, where a person whose

appearance was unfamiliar could temporarily be of great

service. Three chemists have been employed : Dr. B. F.

Davenport for the eastern part of the State, E. Barker

for Worcester and E. B. Holland of the Hatch Experiment

Station for the western part of the State.

In a general way and statistically the work of the past

year may be summarized as follows :
—

Inspection of places in which dairy products or im-

itation dairy products were sold or stored, but

where the law seemed to be complied with and no

samples were taken, 1,612

Real or imitation butter, samples taken, . . . 755

Milk, samples taken, 68

Cream, samples taken, 3

Cases in court, 178

Meetings addressed, 18

Work at fairs.

^
The comparison of the court cases for 1900 and some

previous years may be of interest :
—

1900,

1899,

1898,

178

87

60

1897,

1896,

1895,

27

79

82
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Imitation Butter.

The work of the past year has been almost exclusively

devoted to the enforcement of the imitation butter laws, the

manufacturers of this counterfeit product having crowded its

sales harder than ever. Last year we reported renewed

exertions on their part, avarice having lead them to become

law breakers. The tendency during the year just past has

been even stronger in the same direction. These increased

efibrts on their part at violating the law have compelled us

to confine our labors to checkmating them, with the result

that the offences charged in the court cases have been as fol-

lows :
—

Violation of the anti-color oleomargarine law, . . 145

Servino^ oleomargarine in hotels and restaurants

without giving notice, . . . . . .32
Obstructing officers in the prosecution of the work, . 1

Total, 178

Evidence has also been secured of several violations of

the law which could not be tried during the year, and will

appear in the next year's records, and of several additional

cases in which the defendant could not be found. Of the

cases for violating the anti-color law, the complaint in

nearly every instance charged "possession with intent to

sell within this Commonwealth," although we had evidence

of actual sales in 55 cases. In 49 out of these 55 cases butter

was called for by the purchasers ; in 2 of the remaining 6

the seller supposed that his customer was a pedler, and sug-

gested that the article be sold as real butter. In 17 sales

taken at random the average price paid by the supposed

consumer was 22.23 cents per pound. If the manufacturer

charged the dealer 13 cents, the retailer made a profit of 70

per cent.

The oleomargarine cases which we have had in court for

the past few years have been as follows :
—
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Anti-color
Law.

Hotel and
Restaurant

Law.

Obstructing
an Officer.

1900, 145 32 1

1899, 47 13 '5

1898, 13 3 5

1897, 16 5 5

The result of the court cases in 1900 was as follows :
—

Convictions, 144

Acquittals, , 26

Nol pros, 8

Total, 178

Some of the cases that were lost or nol prossed resulted in

smoking out the party who was really guilty and in securing

his conviction, so that the above 34 cases are not wholly a

debit. Of the 26 cases lost, a few are of more than ordinary

interest. In the case of obstructing an officer, the offence

consisted in the refusal of the defendant to unlock a room in

his residence in which imitation butter was stored. The

court ruled that a mere refusal to unlock a room was not an

obstruction, hindrance or interference, but informed us that

we could have broken into the room, under the law. In 3

cases the defence showed that the parties being tried had

bakeries, hence finding imitation butter in their stores did

not make out a prima facie case of intent to sell. In 2 in-

stances the colored oleomargarine was found in the posses-

sion of pedlers in a city adjoining the Rhode Island line,

and the court held that it had a reasonable doubt as to

whether the imitation butter was in defendant's possession

with intent to sell within this Oommonwealth,

In four cases the defence claimed that the sales took place,

as a matter of law, in Ehode Island, and the court held

that the facts presented were not inconsistent with that

theory. The defendant was at once complained of for

"taking orders for the future delivery of an imitation of

yellow butter," and was convicted. This, we think, is the
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first case ever tried under that particular clause of the anti-

color law. In one instance the defendant sought to clear

himself by the claim that he had disposed of the business

before the sample was taken, and the alleged purchaser was

one of his witnesses to confirm his evidence ; a complaint

against this purchaser was sworn out while the trial was in

progress. When the defendant was acquitted, the new pur-

chaser was arrested, arraigned, fined and paid $100 before

leaving the court room.

In addition to the above imitation butter cases there have

been two perjury cases. In one the judge of the district

court believed perjury had been committed, and bound the

defendant over for the grand jury. When the oleo dealer

found that he had been indicted for both perjury and the

sale of imitation butter, he offered to plead guilty to the

oleomargarine case and pay what fine might be imposed, if

the perjury case would be filed ; to this proposition the dis-

trict attorney agreed. In the other case the defendant set

up an alibi., which did not convince the judge of the district

court, and conviction followed. The same tactics in the

superior court led to acquittal ; but the district attorney's

examination was very searching, and a stenographic report

of the evidence secured ; the statements were subsequently

investigated, and perjury proceedings instituted.

This case was of more than ordinary interest in another

way. One of the most persistent places for violating the

law has been 122 South Main Street, Fall River, of which

George Morrow Avas for some time the proprietor. He was

convicted from time to time, until he deemed it prudent to

sell out." But the law continued to be violated, and the

alleged purchaser of the store could not be found, while

Morrow or some of his relatives were the only ones our in-

spectors ever saw in charge of the store. During the past

summer 15 additional cases were brought for ofiences com-

mitted at this store, 4 against George Morrow, 2 against a

brother and 8 against two brothers-in-law. All were found

guilty in the lower court, and as one result a summons was

served on the general agent of the Bureau as defendant in a

civil suit for $5,000 damages, malicious prosecution being

alleged, according to the local papers. Morrow, in the
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superior court, after a long trial, was found guilty on 1 case

and fined $500 ; 3 other cases in which he has been adjudged

guilty are hanging over him for sentence. Brother-in-law

Eeed pleaded guilty to 6 complaints, and paid a fine in 1

case, 2 were continued for sentence and the others filed ; the

cases against the brother and one against Brother-in-law

McCutcheon have not yet been reached in the superior

court; the other case against Brother-in-law McCutcheon

was the one above alluded to. Three appealed cases, with

fines aggregating $450, against George Morrow have not yet

been tried in the superior court.

Another old offender has been fined $500 in the Lawrence

court, and there is a $300 fine hanging over the same person

in the superior court.

Dr. Harrington, Boston's milk inspector, followed one

slick, persistent violator of the law till the court imposed

imprisonment.

The result of the enforcement of these laws in Massachu-

setts is that, according to figures submitted to Congress last

winter, the consumption of imitation butter in this State last

year was .73 of a pound per capita; while in the adjoining

State of Rhode Island, where there is no law, the amount

consumed was 8.45 pounds per capita. If we estimate the

per capita consumption of butter or its imitations at 8 ounces

per week, the amount consumed in a year would be 26.5

pounds, of which in Rhode Island a little less than one-third

was counterfeit. It requires but little imagination to see the

great injury which such a business in Massachusetts would

cause to producer, consumer and middleman.

The number of persons who pay a United States tax, as

shown by the following table, has some bearing on the efiect

of the law :
—
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Yeaks ending June 30— Wholesale. Eetail.

1891, .
A K'X401

1892, .

1893, . ioo

1894, .
OS 0/i ft

OU 1 Q«

1896,- .
Oz o<

1897, . 1

1898, . 1

1899, . 12 76

Present year, 3 59

The methods of the Bureau have been attacked in court

on five points, which have been taken to the supreme court

in the cases against Mullen, Suffolk County, May 17, and

against Ryberg, Worcester County, October 18. Our prac-

tice has been vindicated on every point.

A statute of 1884 provided for certain marks on tubs,

boxes and wrapping paper used in connection with sales of

oleomargarine. The same act also provided certain details

in regard to samples of milk. Section 4 of this act said

that ''before commencing the analysis of any sample the

person making the same shall reserve a portion, and in case

of a complaint against any person the reserved portion of

the sample alleged to be adulterated shall upon application

be delivered to the defendant or his attorney." Subsequent

legislation provided other details in the milk law which led

the supreme court to declare the above section 4 to be re-

pealed by implication. The oleomargarine people main-

tained that the supreme court meant to say that only so

much of the law as related to milk was repealed, and they

insisted that the law was in efifect when samples of oleo-

margarine were analyzed. The chemists of the Bureau,

under instruction from the general agent, did not reserve

portions of oleomargarine which they tested, as he claimed,
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first, that the section of the law referred to was unqualifiedly

repealed, and, second, if it was not, it did not apply to a

law passed seven years after prohibiting traffic in an imita-

tion product, because of its counterfeit nature, but where

there was no allegation of any adulteration.

The supreme court said :
* ' We do not see any sufficient

ground for interpreting either section 4 as purporting to

embrace samples that should be taken under future legisla-

tion or the act of 1891 as impliedly adopting section 4 of the

act of 1884."

An objection was made to our form of complaint, on the

ground that it did not contain the official title of the com-

plainant, the general agent of the Dairy Bureau ; it was also

argued that inspectors of milk are the only officers author-

ized to make complaints. To this argument the supreme

court said it is a sufficient answer that the same authority is

plainly given to the representative of the Dairy Bureau.

As to the form of the complaint, if we should assume, for

the purposes of decision, that only the persons named have

authority to make complaints under the act, no doubt the

office of the complainant should be alleged, but the defect at

most is formal. Probably it would not be sufficient ground

for a motion to quash. But the short answer to the whole

matter is that the statute does not prohibit any person from

making a complaint."

A third attack was the charge that our standard form of

complaint * * does not allege that the substance was not in a

separate and distinct form, and in such manner as will advise

the consumer of its real character." The court says :
•* This

means that the complaint should have negatived the proviso

that the act shall not be taken to prohibit the sale of oleo-

margarine in a separate and distinct form, etc., 'free from

coloration or ingredient that causes it to look like butter.'

The motion disregards these last words. The complaint

alleges that the oleomargarine was in imitation of yellow

butter produced from unadulterated milk or cream, and thus

sufficiently shows that the proviso does not apply. The
defendant had no right to keep such a substance for sale in

any form or manner. Probably in any case it was unneces-

sary to negative the proviso."
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The fourth point of attack was that the complaint '
' does

not allege that said substance was renovated butter." The

court says : We presume that this should have read, ' was

not renovated butter/ to express what was intended. It is

not necessary, when charging a well-defined statutory offence,

to explain that you are not charging another and quite differ-

ent one."

The last ground of attack was that ' * the complaint is in

the alternative when it alleges that the substance was made

from adulterated cream or mill^." To this the court says

:

*'The complaint makes no such averment. It alleges that

the oleomargarine was made partly out of an oleaginous

substance not produced from unadulterated milk or cream,

which is a very different allegation. If all the substances of

which the subject matter of the charge was composed were

produced either from unadulterated milk or from cream from

the same, there would have been no offence under the statute

in question ; therefore both possibilities were negatived."

Another year's experience emphasizes our previously ex-

pressed opinions as to the dishonest nature of the imitation

butter business and the deceptive methods used to bolster it

up. Much has been said during the past few months, in

connection with proposed legislation at Washington, the

Grout bill, about the wholesomeness and food value of oleo-

margarine. Admitting, for argument's sake, that all these

statements are true as to matters of fact, they are nevertheless

deceptive in their application, because they attempt to befog

an issue and deceive those to whom such claims are addressed.

Water is wholesome, but add it to milk and its sale is pro-

hibited
;
peas have a high food value, but when added to

coffee the mixture is a swindle ; lard and tallow are whole-

some and have a food value, but when mixed and colored to

imitate butter the compound becomes a counterfeit and a

cheat. These oleomargarine laws are aimed at a commercial

fraud. As District Attorney Rockwood Hoar said, in his

brief in the Ryberg case, speaking of the anti-color law

:

It relates to a deception addressed to the eye, and not the

substance or component parts of the article."

Of a similarly deceptive nature is all of the talk about

coloring butter which emanates from the defenders of oleo-
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margarine. We do not defend coloring butter,— we wish

such a custom did not prevail. But the practice deceives no

one ; a man who buys fresh creamery butter in December

can hardly expect that he is buying June butter, — an in-

ferior article. Butter is not colored to imitate another and

more desirable article. But, even if we admit (which we do

notj that these claims of the oleomargarine advocates are

true as abstract statements of fact, what do they gain?

When the law has its hands on pickpocket O, shall he be

released and go scot free because he says C is also a pick-

pocket ?

Dr. E. N. Eaton, the official analyst for the State of

Illinois, in a recent article lays down this principle as gov-

erning the use of coloring matter in food products :
'

' Harm-

less artificial coloring matter may be used for the sake of

variety or uniformity, or in deference to the demand of

customers, in goods where such coloring is not used to

conceal inferiority, indicate strength or to imitate a higher-

priced article." This dictum would allow the coloring of

butter but not of oleomargarine, the coloring of which is

''to imitate a higher-priced article."

The principle of the Massachusetts anti-color law has been

several times reaffirmed in trade-mark cases. The latest was

in a beer case, in which the defendant was enjoined from

selling any beer under plaintiff's name and inscription, and

also from selling '' any colorable imitation thereof."*

Last year we called attention to the use of imitation rather

than genuine butter in public institutions. Since then we
have seen the report of one of these institutions in which we
know this article is used. But the financial statement shows

the purchase of only butter, and in the menus we find '
' bread

and butter" several times, but nowhere "bread and oleo-

margarine." If the latter is so wholesome, has such food

value, has so many virtues, why would not a bill of fare be

rendered more attractive by the line '
' bread and oleo-

margarine ?
"

* Van Nostrand v. McGee.
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Renovated Butter.

The flagrant attempts at violating the imitation butter laws

have used so much of our appropriation that we could do

little by way of enforcing the law in regard to renovated

butter, although many notices have been sent to persons

selling it, and no attempts at wilful violation have been

found. This law is much misunderstood. The State does

not interfere with the sale of this article, but asks that it

shall be sold honestly, viz., properly marked or labelled.

The " New York Produce Review" says : The process of

renovation impresses one as being cleanly and wholesome,

and, while incalculable damage might result from an unscru-

pulous substitution of this product for genuine butter, its man-

ufacture and sale under appropriate designating name must

be regarded as beneficial to the butter industry as a whole."

This tells the whole story ; all that the law asks is that the

product shall be sold under appropriate designating name."

Butter.

The Chamber of Commerce figures regarding the butter

business in Boston for 1900 and the immediately preceding

years are as follows :
—

1900.

Pounds.

1899.

Pounds.

1898.

Pounds.

1897.

Pounds.

1896.

Pounds.

On hand January 1,

Receipts for the year, .

Total supply, .

Exports, deduct, .

Net supply, .

Stock on hand December 31,
deduct, ....
Consumption, .

2,073,800

51,502,840

2,829,160

49,757,606

2,473,600

50,609,552

2,898,000

51,107,033

1,659,434

50,972,255

53,676,640

1,002,374

52,586,766

3,051,710

53,083,152

1,574,682

54,005,033

3,286,333

52,631,689

3,156,741

62,574,266

3,285,960

49,535,056

2,073,800

51,508,470

2,829,160

50,718,700

2,620,680

49,474,948

2,898,080

49,288,306 47,461,256 48,679,310 48,098,020 46,576,868

The above shows increased receipts, reduced exports and

increased consumption for 1900 over the four previous years.

The increased consumption for the year over 1899 was

1,827,050 pounds. Such an increase could hardly have

occurred had the sale of imitations been unrestricted. It is
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hard to estimate the consumption of butter in Massachusetts,

but with the above official figures for the Boston market it is

safe to add one-half for the rest of the State. This gives us

74,000,000 pounds, which certainly is not an over-estimate.

The consumption of oleomargarine, according to the United

States internal revenue figures in 1899, was 2,083,899

pounds,— a very small amount in comparison with the total

consumption of butter.

The following table shows the extreme quotation for the

best fresh creamery butter in a strictly wholesale way in the

Boston market for six years :
—

1900. 1899. 1898. 1897. 1896. 1895.

Cents. Cents. Cents. Cents. Cents. Cents.

January, 29.5 21.0 22.5 22.0 26.0 28.0
February, . 26.0 24.0 21.5 22.0 24.0 25.0
March,. 27.0 22.5 22.0 23.0 24.0 23.0
April, .... 21.0 21.0 22.5 22.0 22.0 21.0
May, .... 20.5 19.0 18.0 18.0 17.0 19.0
June, .... 20.5 19.0 17.5 16.0 16.5 20.0
July, .... 20.5 19.0 18.5 16.5 16.5 19.0
August, 22.5 21.5 19.5 19.0 17.5 21.0
September, . 22.5 23.5 21.0 22.0 17.5 22.0
October, . . 22.0 24.0 21.5 22.5 20.0 23.0
November, . 25.0 26.5 21.0 22.0 21.0 23.0
December, . 25.5 28.0 21.0 23.0 23.0 28.0

Averages, 23.5 22.4 20.5 20.6 20.4 22.5

Although butter did not go as high in price during the

fall months of 1900 as in the fall of 1899, it^ did better earlier

in the year, and did not drop so low during May, June and

July,— the months of flush production ; so that the average

price for the year is 1.13 cents more than for 1899, and is

the highest average for six years. This explains the incen-

tive to crowd the sale of fraudulent substitutes.

Milk.

The increased cost of milk production has caused much
effort during the year to get better prices. These efforts

have been successful in many instances, and in some places

have resulted in a closer organization of producers. In the

spring the farmers supplying the Boston market secured an
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advance of 2 cents per quart can over the usual summer
price for the six-months period from April 1 to October 1.

This applied to 4,633,000 cans sold and 116,000 cans of sur-

plus, and therefore meant an increased income to the farmers

of $95,000. The amount came out of the middlemen, as no

increase of retail price to consumers was made. In October

the price for the winter six months was advanced 4 cents per

can over the hitherto prevailing winter prices. This advance

was so much that the dealers attempted to get it back hy

advancing the retail price. The movement resulted in such

a remonstrance that the attempt was abandoned. Conse-

quently the Milk Producers Union and the contractors agreed

to the dropping of one-half of this advance January 1 . This

is the first time in the history of the business that there has

been a change in the price during a six-months period.

The following table gives the receipts, sales and surplus

of railroad milk, in quart cans, brought into the greater

Boston, as reported by the contractors' association :
—

1900. Keceived. Sold, Surplus.

January, . . . . 808,699 762,437 46,262

February, .... 750,368 692,981 57,387

March, 868,440 800,825 67,615

April, 904,752 773,720 131,032

May, 1,019,632 784,209 235,423

June, 1,085,766 784,164 301,602

July, 978,872 810,989 167,883

August, 889,590 737,618 151,972

September, .... 845,995 744,623 101,372

October, 872,642 703,844 168,798

November, .... 799,122 678,788 120,334

December, .... 783,806 701,340 82,466

Totals, .... 10,607,684 8,975,538 1,632,146
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Receipts. Sales. Surplus.

1899, 11,234,764 8,911,971 2,322,793

1898, 11,317,761 8,564,682 2,753,079

1897, 11,798,191 8,738,572 3,059,619

1896, 10,772,108 8,087,378 2,684,730

1895, 9,856,500 8,040,732 1,815,768

1894, 9,705,447 7,657,421 2,048,026

1893, 9,263,487 7,619,722 1,643,765

1892, 9,212,667 7,315,135 1,897,532

This shows receipts less than for either of the four pre-

ceding years. The receipts for 1900 were less than for the

corresponding month of 1899, except October and November.

The sales for 1900 were the largest of any year on record.

This gain was made in the first five months of the year and

in September. In «June, July and August the sales were

33,000 cans less than for the corresponding months of 1899.

In October, November and December when the revolt against

an increased retail price was going on, sales decreased 235,000

cans, making an increased surplus of 270,000 cans, for which

the producers received butter value,— 14.91 cents per can

in October, 16.43 cents in November and 17.52 cents in

December.

The butter value of milk per can for 1900 was :
—

Cents. Cents.

January, . 19.34 July, . . 13.59

February, . . 18.00 August, . 14.70

March, . 17.93 September, . 15.19

April,

.

. 13.22 October, . 14.91

May, . . 13.95 JsTovember,

.

. 16.43

June, . . 13.50 December, . . 17.52

The Legislature of last year reduced the minimum fine for

the first offence of selling milk not of standard quality.

This was contrary to the best judgment of those engaged in

enforcing the law, who believed that any letting down of
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the bars would be no advantage to the milk business. The

bars have been let down, however, with an emphasis in

many cases, courts imposing a penalty of five, ten or twenty-

five dollars, where formerly fifty dollars was the minimum
fine. This shows a wide range between the judgment of the

framers of the old law and of some of the district judges.

But there is one advantage in the change : it is now much
easier to get a record of a first offence, as a small fine is

paid with less fighting and less appealing than a larger one.

Educational.

The educational portion of our work has been less during

1900 than during some previous years, for financial reasons.

The general agent has responded to nineteen calls, involving

the preparation of several papers. In the early history of

the Bureau the Babcock milk tester was a novelty, and much
work was done in familiarizing the dairymen of the State

with its use by exhibiting it at institutes and making

public tests of milk. Now that this, one of the most im-

portant products of the nineteenth century, is no longer a

novelty, but has become one of the regular and indispensable

appliances on hundreds of farms, this class of calls has

grown fewer. Some work has been done in making milk

dealers acquainted with the story the Babcock tester tells

them. Fat being the variable element in milk, a test of the

fat of normal milk will throw much light on the amount of

total solids and of the standing of the sample tested in

relation to the statute standard. One institute has been

held during the year under the auspices of the Bureau ; this

was in connection with the Springfield Milk Dealers' Asso-

ciation. The food value of milk was the leading topic of

the meeting, and a synopsis of some of the statements made

at the meeting has been published as a Bureau bulletin.

The general agent of the Bureau is on call to address

as many meetings as his other engagements will permit;

especially would he be pleased to explain the work of the

Bureau and what it is doing, thus bringing it into closer

touch with the farmers of the State. The members of the

Bureau will also respond to similar calls.

In view of the large milk-consuming interests of the
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State, we have in previous reports called attention to the

good which might be accomplished by some system of

inspection of dairies, which would not be burdensome, and

which would l^e helpful and educational, without any, ar-

bitrary or unpleasant features. We still hold to these sug-

gestions, previously expressed. The general agent of the

Bureau has been again called upon to award the dairy sweep-

stakes for the Worcester South Agricultural Society.

Laws may be enacted creating misdemeanors and impos-

ing penalties, but real progress must rest on educational

work as a basis. A law in advance of or in conflict with the

average intelligence of a considerable portion of the people

is a dead letter. Consequently this division of the work of

the Bureau is very important, and deserving more attention.

Massachusetts Courts.

We desire to say one word in commendation of some

features of the Massachusetts system of criminal courts,

particularly the local district and police courts. In many
States the dairy commissioner, or other officer entrusted

with the enforcement of the dairy laws, on securing evidence

of violation of law turns the case over to the public prose-

cutor (State or district attorney), and the case gets into

court only on a grand jury indictment. In Massachusetts

all cases are first tried in the local court, being prosecuted

by the department bringing the complaint. These cases

go direct to the superior court if appealed. Only appealed

cases are prosecuted by the district attorney, and even then,

under our Massachusetts custom, the administrative head

of the department where the cases originate follows them

up and is of material assistance to the district attorney,

not only in laying before him the evidence in the case,

but in bringing to his attention the points raised in the

lower court and the result of experience in other counties.

All this tends to promote the efficiency of the enforce-

ment of the law in Massachusetts. In Pennsylvania, for

instance, where there has been some public criticism of the

administration of the office of dairy commissioner, his de-

fence was that his work had been faithfully done, but that

for any failure to bring the parties into court the district
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attorney was responsible. The commissioner says, in his

last report: "The commissioner, or his attorneys, have no

more power over the case at this stage of proceeding than

any other citizen. All that they can do is to wait the

pleasure of the district attorney and the court. If these

officers decline to bring the cases before the grand jury and

list them for trial, the prosecution has no remedy. They

are effectually blocked as to any further progress. All of

the cases that are now pending are in exactly this situation.

They have been urged as far as the commissioner and his

attorneys can prosecute them, and now it is simply a ques-

tion of when the courts will take them up."

Another advantage of the Massachusetts system is that it

gives the prosecuting officer a more thorough familiarity with

every phase of his work than otherwise would be possible,

and it gives him a breadth of experience such as is vouch-

safed to few, if any, who hold similar positions in other

States. Take, for instance, the past year : the experience

of the <2:eneral aojent of the Bureau has included such an in-

vestigation of the methods and details of the imitation butter

business as has culminated in 178 cases for court ; it has also

included the actual trial of those cases in the lower courts,

and a very close touch with such as have been appealed to

the superior courts. This exceptional breadth of experience

is sometimes recognized in a way complimentary to the State

by calls upon him to address meetings out of the State

and to explain the work of the Bureau. Last summer he

represented the State and its agricultural department with

a paper at the Farmers' National Congress at Colorada

Springs (at his own expense). Later he was given an hon-

orable place on the programme at the national convention of

dairy and food departments of the different States, held at

Milwaukee, Wis. He was also emphatically urged to appear

before the committee on agriculture of the National Senate,

at a hearing on the Grout bill, to give some account of the

experiences of the Dairy Bureau in enforcing the imitation

butter laws of Massachusetts. These invitations he was

unable to accept, on account of other duties. We believe

that it is well for the Commonwealth to be represented oc-

casionally, within reasonable limits and when funds allow,
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at national gatherings. It not only gives the Commonwealth

a recognition and standing among other States, but an inter-

change of ideas and acquaintance with others doing similar

work promotes the general efficiency of the cause. Massa-

chusetts already stands high among other States in the mat-

ter of dairy legislation. Since the Plumley decision, which

was so largely due to the great ability and skill of former

Attorney-General Hon. A. E. Pillsbury, between twenty-

five and thirty States have patterned after our anti-color law

;

California has a Dairy Bureau ; and now Maine is contem-

plating organizing a Dairy Bureau of its Board of Agricult-

ure, patterned after the Massachusetts Bureau. In addition

to the above calls out of the State, the general agent of the

Bureau has, as a representative of the department, addressed

the Vermont Dairymen's Association and a dairy conference

of the Maine Board of Agriculture.

Financial.

The following is a classified statement of the expenses of

the year :

—

Members of the Bureau, travelling and per diem for attend-

ing meetings, $262 94

Educational work, 136 27

Inspectors' salaries, 1,632 00

Inspectors' expenses, 2,444 96

Chemists, 1,664 60

Geo. M. Whitaker, travelling expenses, postage, express,

telegrams, etc., 797 92

Printing and supplies, 6131

f7,000 00

GEORGE M. WHITAKER,
General Agent.

Accepted and adopted as the report of the Dairy Bureau.

J. LEWIS ELLSWORTH.
CARLTON D. RICHARDSON.
FRED W. SARGENT.






